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TI'I'.LE

An Investigati_on Into Spanish-speaking

Migrant Workers' Perceptions of Mental Illness •

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
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•

•

CHAPI'ER 1

Purpose of the study, Significance of the
study, Problem formulation and Research methodology •

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

3

fyrpose of the study.
The purpose of the study is to investigate the perceptions of

•

mental illness among the Spanish speaking migrant workers •
Signific~nee of the st~dy. •
The Spanish speaking migrant workers move from state-to state

••

following the crops.

heavy burden in addition to mental strain on the Spanish speaking
'---

migrants' life.

•

This type of transitory existence places a

stress.

This mental strain makes h1m more prone to mental

In seeking to alleviate this mental stress, it seems prob-

able to conclude that the Spanish speaking migrant worker will benefit from '111ental health se:rviees.

•

However, no relevant mental health

services are available for this group of people.

Relevancy is in-

terpreted as mental health services which are culturally relevant
to the Spanish speaking migrant worker.

•

Several studies had been conducted to examine the.migrant
living conditions.

The Deputy Labor Commissioner of the State of

California stated:

•
•
•
•

The plight of the migrants I consider very serious
there because the majority of them live on the ditch
banks or. in shed housing which is very~ very poor. I have
seen lots cleaner and better chicken house~ for chickens 1
than I have seen for human beings in the Imperial Valley •
1Migrant and Seas.~nal Farmworker Powerlessness. Hearing before the
Subccmm.ittee on Migrant Labor of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, United States Senate. Ninety-First Congress. First
and Second Sessions on Who is Responsible? July 24, 19700
Part 8-C, Page 6148 •

•

•

4

Although several studies had revealed migrant living conditions, no
~

study has been conducted to explore the perceptions of mental illness by Spanish-speaking migrant workers.

•

If relevant mental health services are to be developed, knowledge is needed about the attitudes of the Spanish-speaking toward
mental illness.

•

From this knowledge, mental health services can be

developed to more effectively meet the needs of this population.

To

arrive at this knowledge, the investigator will identify arid examine
the perception·s of the :mental illness of Spanish-speaking migrants

•

who live in a migrant camp located in South Santa Clara County •
The significance of this study is that the knowledge collected

and analyzed will reveal the necessary changes required t_o make men-

•

tal health services mo~e relevant to the needs of this group •
Problem Formulation.

•

Existing studies suggest.that the present mental health system
has failed to provide relevant mental health services to the Spanishi)
speaking population.

Torrey stated that col'llMUnity mental health ser-

•

vices is shown to be irrelevant for urban Mexican-Americans. 2

•

2Kstherine Reed. Mental Health Services for Mexican-Americans •.
An essay and annotated bibliography. Dallas, Texas. 1977. page 5•

•
•

5

•
Futhe:rmore, Torrey pointed out that the irrelevancy of mental health
services is due to considerations of location, langu~ge, class, Cl:11•

ture, caste and because they have their own system of services.3

•

This irrelevancy is attributed to a lack of recognition ~f the importance of ~n understanding of culture and the absence of

bilingual

personnel in providing mental health services.

•

The literature also heavily suggest that ~he Spanish-speaking
population underutilizes mental health services.
Investigators such as Karmo, Edgerton and Torrey suggest that

•

the Mexican-American population are receiving relatively less mental

health care than the general population.4 The authors also stated
that California Mexican-Americans is subject to a. number of "high

•

stress indicators"• which are correlated with mental breakdown or
some form of self: distructive behavior such as alcoholism, drug addict:i.on, or suicide and subsequent need for treatment.5

•

As a result of these studies~ new progr~s directed toward
meeting the mental health needs of this population have been developed.
In states such as California and Texas where large nUillbers of Mexican

•

.Americans reside, innovative programs have been developed to deal
with the·obvious gaps in the delivery of mental health services to
the Spanish-~peaking population.

•

For example, in Tem.plo, Texas

3 Ibid. Page 5

---·

4 Katherine Reed. Menta.l Health Services for Mexican-Al!lericans.
An essay and annotated bibliography. Dallas, Texas. 1q77. Page 1.

•
•

5.Ibid. Page 1 •
.

'

6

where the minority population is divided from the Anglo population
by the railroad track, a community outreach center has been established

in the Mexican~American neighborhood.

This outreach center is called

H. E. L. P. (Health. Education, Leadership and Progress).

In attemp-

ting to sensitize the staff to understanding this population and their
needs, a series of m:i.nority sensitivity sessions are held • . These
sessions are directed toward helping the professional therapist to
better understand what cultural patterns and feelings of deserimination
they were dealing with when they provided therapy to Chieanos. 6
These progr&ms are directed toward Mexican-Americans who are part
of the American community.

On the other hand, another group of Spanish

speaking people are located in various communities.

This group is

the Spanish-speaking migrant worker whose assoeiation with the Anglo
community is extremely limited.

We would think that .the Spanish

speaking migrant worker would also benefit from and should be a recipient of mental health services.
ease,

Unfortunately, this is not the .

The Spanish-speaking migrant worker remains an invisible min-

ority within a minority.

The Spanish-speaking mi~rant workers are

also in great need of appropriate and relevant mental health service s •.
They too experience many problems of a mental health nature.

Presently, no mental health program exist in Santa Clara County
-which addresses itself to the mental health needs of this group.

6 Katherine Reed. Mental Health Services for Mexican-Americans.
An essay and annotated bibliography. Dallas, Texas. 1977. Page 7.

•
•
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Possibly, a major reason for this condition is that tp.e'Spanish
speaking migrant worker is not visible.

•

He.exists primarily in

rural areas and lives far away from the city.
able about tke ways or the urban coll1lllUnity.

He is not knowledgeTherefore,, his problems

and concerns are known only to those who come into contact with

•

hh.

Since he is a t~ansient pe~son, he is not viewed as a member of the
community and his needs do not receive attention., Nonetheless, it
is evident that the Spanish-speaking migrant worker has e~orMous

•

problems, especially in the mental health areas.

He could-benafit

from these services if they were available and if' they were provided
in a manner consistent with his cultural values.

•

The life of the Spanish-speaking migrant worker is a transient
one, in which he and his family face constant uncertainty.

The

Spanish-speaking migrant worker is 8:1-ways at the mercy of forces a-

•

bove his control.

These factors include econolllic fluctuations, vag•

aries of weather, illness, limited r~od supply and low wages. ,In
addition, the fast pace

•

or

advancement in agric•lture technology de•

prives migrants of employment.
tal stability

~r

Other situations affecting the men-

the Spanish-speaking migrant workers are exploitation

by employers, extreme poverty, poor living and working conditions.

•

AB stated previously, the Spanish speaking migrant workers' life is

not an easy one.

He travels frol'll place to place in search of work.

He carries with hi11 few, if any, pereonal.possessions.

•
•

He has no

stability, no sense of belonging; he owns nothing; he lives in a world
of poverty, uncertainty and despair.

He lives in a world of power-

•
•

8

lessness and alienation.
or any group.

Conditions which affect the mental health

Certainly, anyone livi,.ng under such conditions would

be desperately in need of mental health services •

•
This study is of a descriptive nature.

It seeks to determine

the perceptions ot mental illness among S-panish...speaking migrant
This camp is located i~ South Santa Clara

workers in a migrant camp.

•

County,

John Best describes descriptive research in the following

manner:
D$Scriptive research describes a.l'ld interprets what
is. It is concerned wi\h conditions or relationships
that exist, practices that prevails beliefs, points
or view, or attitu~es that are held; processes that
are goin~ on; effects that are being felt; or trends
that are developing.?

Further, Best suggests that deseriptive research involves an element

•

of interpretation of the meaning and significance

or

what'is described.a

Since this study seeks to identify perception, it lends itself to
descriptive research in that a pri.Jllai-y object~ve is to diseover how

•

a eertain grou~ of people view mental illness •
The research instrument was a structured questionnaire consisting
of twenty two questions.

•
•

•

The questions were administered in Spanish

to a sample of twenty-five migrant workers.

7 John Best,

Research in Education.

Prentice Hall Inc.

--·

B Ibid.

Page 103.

1959.

Page 102 •

Tnis sample was located

England Cliffs, N.J.

•

•

9

by the investigator alternating between cabins A's a~d B's until a

saraple of twenty five was secured.
The interviews were given during the hours in which both husband
and wife were home, in order to secure male and female perceptions
of mental illness.

The interviews were ~ondueted in the hours of

one to six_p.m, (the men and women r~turned from harvesting about

•

this time).

The investigator intrCX,aced herself as a student from

the school of Social Work at San Jose State University, doing a research p~oject on mental health services.

•

started, th& respondents were allc:iwed to talk for a few minutes in
a general way,

(The migrants talked about their fattilies, jobs and

their desire of returning to Mexico)

•

Before the interview

migrants feel at ease,

This was intended to make the

Once a general feeling of trust was established,

the investigator explained that the purpose of the interview was to
'

get thei~ pere~ptions con~rning !llental illness.

•

Some of the x:9spon-

dents frowned when the word erif'"ermedades mentales was introduced.
Nonetheless, they proceeded with the interview,
The interviews lasted fro!ll half an hour to an hour,

•

Some of the

people were brief in their answers, ·but requested a lpt of information
about other services (special classes for migrants, medi•cal, and
names and addresses.of Spanish-speaking doctors) •

•

Following the completion of the questionnaire, a pamphlet about
mental health services and their locations was left with the respon•
dents.

•

•

The pamphlet was written in Spanish and English,

It was

furnished by Gilroy Mental Health Services with the intention that

•
•

10

would allievate some of the fears among the Spanish-speaking
concerning the services offered by the mental health center.

(see

appendix A)

•

Permission had to be secured from the manager of the camp in
order for the interviews

to take place. (see appendix B) The

manager

gave his approval to interview the migrant workers.

•

The questionnaire was designed to secure the following information:
demographic data, age, sex, number of children, birthplace, language
preference and knowledge and perceptions of mental-illness, attitudes

•

toward utilizing mental health servie.es and understanding of roles

of mental health professionals, especially the psychiatrist. (See apendix

•
•
•
•

•

•

c).

In appendix D., a glossary of terms in English and in Spanish
is provided •

1L

•

CHAPTER II

Background, Beliefs and Perceptions

•

of Mental Illness Among
Spanish Speaking Migrant Workers •

•
•

•

•
•
•

•

•
•
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The Spanish-speaking migrant leaves his country in search of a
better way of life.

He seeks to improve his economic condition by

following the crops in the United States.

•

He usually leaves behind

a life of poverty which he has known sinee birth.

In following the

crops he finds no utopias but rather a different kind of poverty, a
poverty in many w~ys is more harsh than the kind he was born into •

•

He finds himself among strangers and without the support of his extended family, thus, he as to fend for himself.
informal system of social network.

•

He leaves behind an

The loss of this support and the·

strangers who he encounters undoubtedly have a negative affect on
his mental health.

This chapter will discuss the following areass

health beliefs, practices and culture of Spanish-speaking migrants,

•

and perceptions of mental illnesses.

The objeotive is to identify the cultural value system of the

Mexican migrant workers and the 'impact

•

or

this system en his atti-

tudes toward mental health services in the United.States.

lt is the

investigator's belief that these attitudes must be identified and if

•

mental health,services are to become responsive to the Spanish-speaking
migrant, they :must be taken into consideration in the plannin~ of
mental health services for the Spanish-speaking migranf workers.

•

Background
Studies have characterized the migrant worker as the sickest.
most depressed and yet the less known member of the nation's work

•

•

force.

Due to the circumstances of his birth, or his national origin

or due to a laek of skills or education the Spanish-speaking migrant

•
•

lJ;

frequently 'escapes the mainstrealll of American life.

~reenfield, in

her study, discovered that the migratory farm workers in California
have less available medical care as well as higher levels of in-

•

fectious and parasistic diseases and accidents than &ny group in our
population.9 These conditions have not improved in spite of the
slowly growing extension of clinical services through federal and

•

state programs.

Great gaps continue to exist in medical care, chiefly

because so many migrants lack residence requirel!lents.

Legal residence is defined as three years in th~ state and one

•

year in the county, where application is made.

If an applicant to~

assista~ee or medical care has no county residence, then the county
'Where he last resided continuously for one year inmlediately preceding

•

his application is responsible ror his support.

If the applicant

has no such year's resid~nce within the three years preceding his
'

application, that county wherein he was present for the l~ngest ti.Jlle

•

during the period is responsible for his care. 10 (See apendix 1 E)
In Santa Clara County,· the l.oeale of this study, ~esiden.ce rules

in themselves appear inhumane and serve as a deterrent.to medical

•

care of migratory workers.

Since the transitory nature of their

work continuously brings them into contact with different counties,

•
•

•

9 Margaret Greenfield. County Residence ~ules as a Deterrent to
Medical Cars of Migratorx Workers. Published by Institue of
Governmental Studies. University of California. Berkeley,
California •. 1964. Page 1.
· 10 Ibid., Page 1 •

14

•

migrants lack the residence requirements formedical care except in
a case of medical eMergeJ'lcy whe?"e medical services are to be rendered

in spite of lacking residence requirements.

•

Also due to the fact

that some ot the migrants are undocumented vorkers ( illegal aliens)
and are !earful of seeking any kind of help, medical ol" mental tor
fear of being identified as an undoCUffl.8nted.worker and being sent

•

back to ijexieo.

Thus, the Spanish-speaking migrant.worker has little

opportunity to make use of existing services-due to legal requiN•
Dlents (See apendixE.) for fear cf exposure and liltlited understanding

•

of the nature

or

the services.

Therefore,. the Spanish-speaking

migrant workel" is forced to hold on to his traditional culture especially beliefs and attitudes toward medical cue •

•

Nelkin, in her study, found that migrant workers manifest, as
does any group, a broad speet?'llll of behavior to personal matteps .
suoh as health and hygiene.

Self-neglect and apathy eoneern~ng health

are widespread. reinforeed by a prevalent mistrust of doctors and
elinies.

Home.remedies are common.

For example, soaking two strings

in kerosene and tying them around the finger is said to help eramps. 11

•

·The Spanish-speaking migrant perceives health care differently; thus,
many times even in an emergency situation he/she fails to receive

proper medical eare because of cultural dif':feNnoes in medical care •

•
11 Dorothy Nelkin.
System.

•

Page

39 •

On the Season:

Aspects of the•Mig~ant Lab~

The W.F. Humphrey Press Inc.,

Ithaea, N.Y. 1970

•
•
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The Mexican migrant worker is aeeustomed to ~oing to the friendly
drug stroe and describing his symptoms• to the druggist-. . The druggis.t,
in turn, would advise h:il'll on what to buy to take care of his illness.

•

Thus, the individual tak9s care
a doctor.

or

his illn9ss with out g.oing to see

In Mexieo, the migrant is able to understand what people

are telling hm as well as having an understanding what people are

•

saying,

However, in the United States, the Mexican migrant worker

frequently finds himself unable to understand the English language
as well as the Anglo way of treating illnesses, this strangeness

•

•
•
•

in turn, prevents him from seekin! medical help. As an exDples
.

'

During an interview, a migra.nt·woman eolllllented on
her daughter's death. She stated that her daughter was
taken to Wheeler Hospital with an appendicitis attack,
Her daughter was hospitalized and her food intake was
restricted only tc juices and water. The procedure was
to prepa~e the girl for surgery. Nonetheless, no ene
bothered to explain to the mother the surgical procedures.
After seeing the daughter without eating for a day,
the mothe~ became enraged and demanded that her daughter
be released from the_ hospital. Two days later, the girl
died. This incident is not only a case of neglect in the
doctors and hospital personnel, but it also points out
the lack of co1U11Unioation and understanding of cultural
values, Food is greatly emphazied in the Mexican culture•
especially when the person 1s sick. It is the belief
that when a person is sick he or she shovld be fed to re• sist the illness and to promote a speedy recovery.
This incident reveals the importance of understanding cultural values

•

and·beliefs in the treatment of patients from a aif'ferent-culturs •
Because of this strangeness between cultures, the Spanish-speaking
migrants suffe~ and in many instances endure illnesses, mental and

•
•

}!hysical, until they ean return holle fol" medical treatment •

•

16

•

It should be borne in mind that the location of the United
States-Mexican border is a legacy of_the aggressive action of the
Anglo-Saxon population of the United States during the 19th Cen•

•

tur,y.

During the 19th Century, the United States acquired a large

territory from Mexico.

Thus, many Mexican fmrllies were homeless,

jobless and without a country.

•

Many

of these families were granted

eitizenship, but others moved to Mexico.

Since the evetit of this

incident, many Mexicans have emigrated to the United States.

Some

have come as lawful eJlligrants; others ha~e c:rcssed the United States

•

bol"der illegally•

Whether they colle legally or illegally., they ._

came with only one thing in minds
and retum to Mexico.

•
•
•

to find a job, to make some money

A general pattern.is that many of them will

return to Mexico following the harvesting of the crops.
The emigrants frOlll Mexico have provi(led a soui-oe of
unskilled la~Qr for industry and agriculture. Since the
demand for agl"icultural la.borers is season·a1 a great part
of the labor force usually return to Mexico at the end of
the season. Others follow the crop, working their way
from one part of the country to the other, often tryin~
to find temporary work after the harvest is fin\shed.1
Moquin made this observation in 1939.

The pattern that Moquin described in his study still dominate
. today•

Many Mexicans still come .to harvest the ci-ops and then they

return to Mexico.

•

•
•
l

During the interviews, many of the mi~rants stated that when
the harvest is completed, they will return to Mexico.
12 "Mexican Alnericans Native and Aliens", A Doeument~!',Y History of
the Mexican Americans. (eds.) Wayne Moquin with Charles Van Doran •
New York.· Praeger Publisher, 1971. Page 252 •

•

•

1?

Perceptions of Mental-Illness
A definition of mental illness foza this study is:
Mental illness is a condition which impairs the
normal functioning of an individual in carrying his
role. It creates stress for the individual or family
and may result from psychological or social factors.•

•

M~ntal illness must always be defined and evaluated within

•

particular culture.

&

Therefore, it is impossible to develop a uni•

versal_definition of mental illness.

Mental.illness- is alw•ys cul-

turally specific and mttst be defined and evaluated within what is
considered mental ill.!'less by a specific culture.

Mexicans have

their own perceptions of mental illness which differ from the dond•

nant Anglo culture.

•

In the Mexican culture, a g?"eat tolerance for abno:rnsal ~havior
exists.** Foi- instance, anyone who is withdrJwn or isolated is conside:r-ed to be serio which il1lplie~ that the person is nol'lllal, but

•

•
•

•

•

prefers to be by him/her self.-

* This definition ot mental illness was developed by the writer in
consultation with the chaiman of her special project. This
definition gives importance to rolefunctionin~ and views mental
distress as a factor of role disfunctioning which may'result from
psycholoiieal, physical, social or cultural factors. In any.cul•
ture, an individual finds himself in a role at a given moment.
An individual fro~ one culture may encounter problems if he finds
himself in another oultupe, but lackinl the.skills and knowledge
which is peculiar to th&t culture •

**

The writer is a Mexiean, and makes this observation from her lite
experiences •

18

•·

A person who cries a great deal is said to be crying tor the
'--

forgiveness of his/her sins.

Ther~fore, this kind of behavior is

tolerated and is not pereeiv~d as distunctional. (This behavior is

•

nQted among ~en in church than in normal everyday living.

A man

who cries in normal everyday living 1s called a uricon, because

only women are supposed to cry.)

•
•

Kiew describes some of the behavior of Mexican Americans living
along the Rio Grande.

The behavior which Kiew describes is inaccur-

ately assessed by hill.

This reveals the dangers in a person from an

other culture attempting to interpret the meaning of-this behavior.
For instanee,"Kiew describes repeated outbursts of rage or ehogue ·
nervioso as b&ing an indication of insanity or pQssession by the

•

de~il. 13riowever, this is not correct. ·This behavior is indicative,
not of in$&nity, but only or possession by the devil, since the
devil is inside of the person •

•

In the Mexican culture, locura is perceived as a re~l bizarre
behavior, such as running nude in the streets, a woman walkin~ into

the Church's altar. (In Mexico, wo~en are not pemitted to step into

•

the altar.• ) or· a aan who walk~ ·into, the Chureh • s altar •nd sta?'t to
extinguish the'eandles before the mass is completed ..

The$e kinds of

behavior is not only considered abnormal, but it is also very threa•

•

tening to the people because they perceive these people as being
totally locos and out of control.

•

•

13 Ari Kiew, M.D.

Also, Kiew stated that overactivity

CUranderismo. New York. The Tl"l.le Press/Collier
MaeMillian Limited, London. 1968. Page 84,

•

•
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indicates that the individutl is negleetin~ his ehurch and family ·
.
for,,the
sake

behavior.

•

or

his own egotisl'll. 14 Again, Kiew misinterpret13d thi s

The individual who demostr'ate's . this kind

or

highly praised, because he is a hard worki~ inc;f.ividual.

behavior is
Overaetivity

among children is a sign that the child is going to be a hard worker

when he or she grows up.

•

speaking, it is very important to understand their perceptions of
mental illness.

•
•

•
•

Therefore, ·while working vlth the Spanish-

As an ex1µ11ple1

A Spanish-speaking Mother used t.o aoeompany her .
daughter to the mental health clinic to talk to the social
worker. Her daughter was aiagnosed as a paranoid schizophrenic. Although the client was assigned to a Spanishspeaking worker, the worker was not familiar with some of
the Spanish terminology. On the client's third visit to
the clinic, the social worker decided to explain to the
mother what the girl's problem was. The social worker told
the mother that her daught~r was having Eroblemas emocionales.
This di-.gnosis infuriated the mother so 111Ueh that she walked
a.way from the clin.ic and refused to retu~n. The information·
given to the mother by the social worker is acceptable in
the Anglo culture. but in the Mexican culture it is perceived
as an insult even though ~iven in a diagnostic framework.
In the Mexican culture, a person who has problems.! emocionales
is perceived as a prostitute or an individual who is in love
with a person out of his or her reach, such as a movie star,
a president, or a wealthy individual.
This kind of misunderstandihg about te:rminology or language
and its meanings highlights the need for social workers to have sen•
sitivity to the langUage system of those from anoth~r culture.

•

viously, ?11Uch tact and understanding of the Mexican culture is necessar-y if one is to work effectively with this population and to avoid

14 Ari Kiew. M.D. Curanderismo.

•
•

Ob-

MaeMillian Limited.

London •

New York. The Tree Press/CollieP
1968. Page 85.

•
•
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insulting the person.

If these barriers are not removed, then

boundaries are established between those from different cultures.
These boundaries lead to alienation, misunderstanding and separatism •

•
•

Perhaps even ~reater, behavior is interpreted differently because
different oultures view it differently.

The illness in one cnltun

is not an illness in another.

be est&blished

Ways

?11U$t

coming these real boundaries so that mental health services can become more relevant and consistent with the value systems

from other cultures •

•
•

•

•

•

for over•

or

those
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Luchesa Ca111p is the only migrant cmp in South Santa Clara
County.

It is located at 115 Luehesa Road, Gilroy, California.

Gilroy has a population of 18,000 and is primarily an &grieultural
comnrunity • .

It

has a Spanish speaking population of

s2i.

The phy-

sical description of Luehesa is similar to that provided by other
observers who have looked at migrant camps.

Friedland, 1n his work,

discusses the lack of decent housing, and describes the migrants
as living in barracks, tenant houses, cabins, shacks or trailers.
The camps are privately owned by individual farmers or farmer cooperatives and vary considerably in size and charaeter. 15
The President's Coffll'llission on Ment&l. Health stated that the

housin~ that is available to migrants is clearly inadequate, unsanitary and lacks the basic essentials for a decent envirorutent.

In this report, it was also revealed that the migrant's living
quarters consist of one small room per family, freque"tly without
electricity or plumbing. 16'
The Luchesa C&mp houses 120 fMlilies.

The majority of the fam-

ilies living in the c81llp are Mexican nationals with large numbers of

15

16

.

William H. Friedland, and Dorothy Nelkin, Migrant.
Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 1971. Pa~e 35-3b.

New York.

ReEort of the Sub~Panel on Migrant and Season&l Famworkers'
Mental Health. The President's Col!llllission on Mental Health.
July, 1977. Washington, n.c. Page 37.

•

•

children.

Some of these families need to utilize two cabins to

aeeomodate their children•

The cabins are physically small.

Be-

cause some families use two cabins, this reduces the number of heads
of household occupancy from 120 to 100.

The Luchesa living quarters

consist of a 10xl2 foot already furnished room.

•
•

composed
. a

or

The furniture is

two bun½ beds, a chest, three chairs, a kitchen table,

stove and a refri:.gerator.

The furniture is not in the best of

condition.

Usually there is a strong smell of mildew and urine

coming

the mattresses.

fl'Olll

prevent flies from entering.

There are no screen window$ or doors to
Some migrants complained not only of

having to put.up with flies, but also with other kinds of :,.nrestations

such as cockroaches and rats.

Certainly, these living conditions

do not enhance the migrant's life.

Instead, they give to the migrants

a sense of hopelessness and powerlessness beeause there is nothing
'

•

they can do to improve their living conditions •

In addition to the poor physiclll. conditions of the camp, the
migrants also live in an atmosphere of social and psychological tension and mistrust.

•

Due to the short period of time which they remain

in the camp, the migrants 'do not tJ;"Ust eaeh other.

There.is not time

en911gh for them to get to know each other since they only spend from

•

four to five months in one eamp.

While in camp, migrants also do not

have the time to visit and get.to know each other.
early in the morning and return late at ni~ht.
no time to establish friendships.

••

They go to work

Therefore,·they have

Friedland describes the. Jlli~rant -

camps as tense ·and potentially explosive.

This tension and mistrust

•
•

24-

shows itself in all significant aspects of all social relations.
.
',,

Many single men live in .. bull pens" with fou:r to eight people in the

•
•

l"Oom.

Tension.appears greatest when work is scarce.

It is stimu-

lated by frustration and ·excessive idle time. It is expressed in
.
·
17
many- ways, but primarily in the preva~ling mistrust.
At the Luchesa Camp, some of the migrants stated that it was
very di.f'ficult to make lasting friendships because they do not know
each other and that it makes no sense to make friends because the

•

chances are they won't never see each othe~ again.

friendlessness and lack of co-operation prevail in the camp.
camp had no reo~ation~l facilities for children.

•

A sense of

to work with their parents.

Maey

The

of them ~o

Thus. their lives are as empty as are

the lives of their parents.
COMlllU?1_,ity Relati~t1!

•

The mi.grant also presented a feeling of alientation from the·
conmru.nity as a whole.

The coffl!llllnity views the migrants as out-

siders, and consequently they are subject to rejection and hostility

•

froltl the cpmnmnity.

The migrant is an unwanted pe:r-son.

this and as a result he is forced t6 remain in the migrant ea11tp.
To the Mexican migrant, this kind

•
•

•

He senses

images and coJ'lcepts.

or

attitude leads to poor self

They wonder what is there about them that p:r-o-

d\tces such contempt and disgust by the coffllllUnity.

1? William l!. Friedland and Dorothy Nelkin.

Since the Mexican

~igrant, New York,
Chicago, San Francisco. Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 19?1. Page 138 •

•

•
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migrant is not used to this kind of traatlllent, he at't:_eMpts to avoid
contacts With the co111Jll11nity.

He encloses hilllself within the ..fields

and the migrant eamp for rear of being rejected or harmed.

•

His·-

world be~ins and ends within the confines of the migrant cap •.

Social isolation, poverty, diserimination and anxieties lead the
migrant to emotional distress. Howeve~, because of attitudes directed

•

toward him, he has nowhere to turn to.

Health

•

~his isolatiQn also reveals itself in attituies toward healtl! •
-

Migrants tend to .neglect thei:rt healtn due to a laek

or

money, langu-

age bame:rs, and doctor's hours. (The mig:rants stated they would ge

•

to a doeto:r or nurse at night when they returned from work, if.they
were available,

However, none were available.)

The President's

Comrlssion on.Mental Heal.th stat'3d that migrants have low resistance

•

t~ upper respiratory infections, sore which do not heal properly,
lethau-~ ( often confused with laziness) and other ailn'lents which stem
from malnourishment.

•

Environmentally controllable diseases prevalent

in the migrant population inolude tuberculosis, lead poisoning, hook~
worms and diarrhea.

Another tnajor cause

among the migrants is acoidents.

or

ill health and disability

Farm labor is the third aost haza-

•

rous occupation in the United States. 18

•

l8 Remt . of the Si!,b•Panel, on Migrant and Seasonal Fa~rk!3rs'
Mental Health. The President's Commission on Mental Health.
July, 1977. Washington, D.c. Pages 17 and 38 •

•
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•

At the Luehesa Camp, it is not uneOllllllon to find in the household

a diabetic mother, a. malnourished child or a husband bitten by a snake,
a chil.d run over by a tl"aoto:r- or an infant dyitig from lead poisoning~

•

The diabetic JtOther wa.:s in constant.pain.
give herself a shot.

She did not lQiow how to

The nurse was only- available two days a week.

The migrants do not want to come from the field as they are afraid

•

to lose their jobs. Thus, pain is a way of life with them.

They

endure this pain in a stoic; manner, almost as if it was God's will.
However, if services were made avai;Lable to the11 in a. schedule nick

•

met with their needs, the chances were great that they would make
some use

i0

ot them.

A IU.jor complaint was that the Anglo l'lUrse only worked in the

•

camp for three days a week.

long enough

f O?"

They felt that she was not in the'camp

them to talk with her, .and even if' she were, she could ·.

not speak the Spanish language. Consequently, they endul"ed their pains

•

and held.out until the season ended or until they returned to Mexico

to see a doctor.

In essence, the picture of this camp was one.of great despair,
poor living quarters, much sicknesses,., and unhappiness.

cupants ~ere strangers.

Their suffering was ve~ real as evidenced

by their lack-of fr-iendships, their poo;t" healtll,

•

The oc-

but even perhaps

ncre sad was the unaecessibility of medical resources to them.

This was sad for help was available but veey :real barriers.existed
in bringing tQgether the person who needed the help and the system

•

•·

lilhich was to provide the help.

•

•
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This chapter discusses the data collected and an analysis of it •
Previously, we have discussed.the purposes of the investigation, the

locale of the setting and some of the values and beliefs of·the

•
•

Spanish-speaking migrant.

Some years ago, Manuel Gamio stated,

• •• The uneducated Mexican may dwell in the United States
physically for many years without e~en comi~ to live there
mentally. He tends to remain enclaved but not assimilated. 19

Grul'lio also states that the mobility of the imm:igrants prevents
the organization of an immigrant social life. 20 Thus, the illllldgrant
worker lives in an isolated world.

•

In this world, even those with

whom he works and has close physical contacts remain st~angers.

In

the world of the Spanish speaki~ mi~rant, we would expect to find
stron~ attachments to the old world •.

•

Webster defines perception as a "physical sensation interpreted

in the

light of exper~ence. 1121 Social anthropologists and researchers

have identified in some of their ·studies how the Mexiean Americans

•
•

view mental illness.

Madsen states,

Mexican-American folk medicine diagnoses illness on
the basis of its natural or supernatural causation. Most
mental illness is believed to be of supernatural origin.
Diseases· of supernatural origin fall into three main categories: (1) Those sent by God or a saint as punishment

19 Manuel Gamio, The Life of the Mexican Immigrants, New Yo:rk,

•

Dover Publications, Ine., 1971, p.41 •
20 Ibid., P• 69.

2l Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionaey, Springfield, Mass.,
G.c. Merriam Company, 1q75, p.626 •

•

•
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•

for misdeedst. (2) Those caused by witchcraft or the evil
eye; .and 0) fright sickness caused by seeing ghosts. 22
In addition, Madsen states that "Mental illne.ss is the most

•

eo?IIIllon form of disease inf'lioted through witeheraft.• ••23 It appears
:1,n the Mexican-American culture that a variety of mental illness is

brought about by causes outside of the self. Some of these causes

•

are attributed to nature.

It would seem if the causes of.an illness

is located in nature, then a greater tolerance for it would exist.
It is brought about by "things,. over whieh the individual has no con-

•

trol.

If this belief exists in a given culture, then relief of ill-

ness would ·come from those who are a part of the culture and would

understand the ~ture and the cause of the ailment.

•

tal illness identified by Madsen are dementia (insanity) ,m!edo · (fear) ,
evil eye sickness (lllal de ojo), and fright f"rom seeing ghosts
(espanto).

•

Some of the men-

(See ~lossary.)

Bruhn and Fuentes in discussing cultural factors affecting the

utilization of services by Me:dcan Americans suggest that the A_nglo
and Mexican American system of health.should complement each other. 24

•

They discuss the mental illnesses discussed by Madson and conclude,

22 Willia.m•Madsen, "Society and Health in the Lower Rio Grande
Valley", Mexican-Americans in the United States, ed~ John H. Buma,
New York, Schenkma.n Publishing co., Inc., 1970, p.329.

23 Ibid., p.330.

•

24 John G. Bruhn and Ra;111t~nd Fuentes, "Cultural Factors Affecting
Utilit:ation of Services by Mexican Americans", Psychiatric Annals,
7, December, 1977 •

•
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•

The two systems of health care should complement each
other, especially .since the Mexican-American system is designed to meet psyehologieal, social and spiritual needs
and the Anglo health system is designed primarily to treat
physical a.ilments.25

•

It is important to note that literature generally- suggests th$t
the Mexican Americans have ~reat confidence in f'olk medicine treatment, and generally do not consult licensed physicians regardless of

•

the disease.

This behavior results from a belief that "every aspect

of one's person·a:i life is subject to God's will, and that illness in
many

cases is accepted as God's will• i.e., with the belief that

little or nothi~ can be done about it•. 26
Karno and Edgerton in their article discussed perceptions of
mentai illness in a Mexican American eollUllUnity.

•

They cite a number

of reasons for the underutilization of mental health se:rvices.

Sev-

eral of these reasons may have applicability for this study._ They
area

•

(1)

Mexican-Americans perceive and define psychiatric
disorders differently than do Anglos. Specifi- ·
oally, they_are mo:r-e tolerant of idiosyncratic
and deviant behavior and hence are less likely to
seek professional help •

•

(2)

Clinics and hospitals which-offer psyehol,ogical
services do· not operate in a way which fit the
needs of Mexican-Americans and hence are little
used by them;

•

(3) Mexie4n-Amerieans are too proud and too sensitive
to expose more personal problems to J:1Ublic view.

25 Ibid.• p,29,

•
•

26 Ibid, , P• 24 •

•

•
•

•
•
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· (4)

In place of formal mental health services, Mexican
Americans utilize the services of priests, family
physicians, and other persons for psychiatric dis•
orders;

( 5)

Mexican Americans who develop psychologieal dis-.
orders frequently return to Mexico to establish
kinship or other emotionally supportive ties, or
seek folk o~ professional help in a familiar eontents

(6~

Mexican .Americans who are citizens of Mexico, or
who are United States citizens but have family
members in the United States (legally or illegally) who are Mexican citizens, avoid any contact with the."establ1shments" which aay
threaten the security of their (or their rel~tive's) p}"esenee in the United States.27 .

One of the .findings of the Karno and Edgerton's study was its

remarkably few statistieally signifiea.nt differences that existed

•

between the perception and definition of mental illness amon~ the
Mexican American and Anglosv 28 They also conclude that the underutilization of psychiatric facil~ties by Mexican-Americans (at least

•

those in their study) can not be accounted by the ract that they
share a cultural tradition which causes them to perceive and define

mental illness in significantly different ways than.do .A.nglos."29
Our investigation focuses on pe~ception of mental illnesses

•

among Spanish speaki~ mi~rant workerso

•

27 Marvin Karno and Robert Edgerton, "Perceptions of Mental Illness
In A Mexican American Cofflmllnity", Mexican Alltericans in the
United States., ed.,John H. Burma, New York, Schenk?lan Publishing
-Company, Inc., 1970, PP• 345-346.

28 Ib1de, Po 351 •

•

•

The above discussion provides

•
•
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us with a :framework from.which to analyze our findings~
,:_

ma.tion appears very significant for the illegal alien population
today is at its peak.

•

Such infor......

Immigration Commissioner Leonel Castillo

.stated "that there are between three million and six million illegal
aliens in the country, but that little is known as to what their
impact is on the economy~"30 In a more humanistic frantework, we mi~ht

•
•

also say little is known about their mental stress o:r how they deal
with it.

Data Collection
The questionnaire contained twenty-two questions.

•

were structured.

The questions

Twenty-five families were cont&cted, but five re-

fused to answer the questionnaire.

These five refused to answer the

questionnaire and ·;gave as their reason that, "they knew what the in-

•

vesti~ator was after."

Data Analysis

•

Did not take the questionnaire
Did take the questionnaire

( 5)
(20)

25

In describin~ the process o! the $dministration of the
questionnaire, it is worth noting the reason given by those who refused to answer the questionnaire.

•

•

The respondents stated they

JO "Illegal Alien Population At Its Peak", San Francisco Examiner,

April 6, 1978, P• 14 •

refused to take the questionnaire because the investi~ator was interested in one thing only. They thought the investigator was collecting information to find out if they were erazy and to take away
their children or elderly parents from them.
This attitude is similar to that reported by Karno and Edgerton
that Mexican A.m.erioans ••• avoid any contact with the establishment
which may threaten the security of them or their relatives' presence
in the United States.3 1 This behavior· suggests the strong unity and
caring that exist among the migrant family.

The unity may result

from fear of some discovery which may have negative consequences for
family members.

Consequently, a fear of outsiders exist.

The threat

of being separated from family and loved ones makes migrants veey
suspicious of answering questions, especially if they are related to
mental illness, an illness that is perceived differently in the
Mexican culture.

31
· -Karno and Edgerton, op. cit., p. 346.
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Questionnaire Results
Question #1.
How many members are in your family?
What are the ages of family members?
Number or members Eer household?

12~
12%

3
4

5
6
8
9

10

Did not answer
questionnaire
Total

( 3)

( 3)

16ct

( 4)

12t
12~
1~

( 3)
( 3)

4i

( 1)

20~

.Lll

( 3)

100%

25

Ages
Husband

18-24
25-31
32--41
42-51
52-61
Did not :inswer
questionnaire
Total

Wife

12%
24'1,

16%
16%
12i
20%
100%

( J)
( 6)
( 4)

(4)
(J)

Lll
25

18-24
25-31
32-41
42-51
52-61

5..7.q years

8-10.9years

11-13.9 years
ll~-15.9 years
15-li.9 years
Total

6.95%
11.11%
11.11%
12.50%
11.11i
9012i
12.50%
11.11%
-11~§~

100%

8%

Did not answer ·
questionnaire
2oi
Total
·100~

Children
12 months and under
12-23 months
24-47 months
2-4.9 years

16%
20'%
12%
24'1,

( 5)

(8)
(8)
(9)
(8)
(7)

(9)
(8)

n(10)

( 4)
( 5)
( J)

( 6)
( 2)

.{j).
2.5

•
•
•
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Question #1 cont •
This demographio data reveals that the Spanish speaking migrants

•.

have large families.

The number of children among the fal'llilies that

participated were 72.

This information is significant for a,variety

of reasons.

..,

Children are prone to sickness which necessitate medi•

cal attention.

•

.

Concern for children's welfar.a can result in mental

stress for the parents •
Question #2.
What eountry are you a citizen?
Mexico
United States
Did not answer
questionnaire
Total

•

80%
01,

(20)
( 0)

2oi

L2l

100%

25

80% are Mexican citizens.
:Question #3.

•

•

Do you speak English?
Spoke English
Did not speak
English
Did not answer
questionnaire
Total

( 2)
(18)

.Ll2.
25

721, of the respondents stated they spoke no English.

This is

significant.. The lack of kn_owledge of the English language pr~vents

•

migrants from being able to eollllllUnieate or to become a part of the
Anglo eommunity.

•
•

Consequently, migrants keep to themselves, and build

lllatever social world they ca.n.

The laek·or English prevents accul-

turation, And at the same time perpetu&tes old world eustolllf> and beliefs •

•
•
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Question #4 •

Bow maey years did lou attend school?

•

0 Years
1 Year

12%

2 Yeitrs

12%

3 Years

12%
24%
12%

(3)
(2)
(3)
(3)
(6)
(3)

2oi

.Lll

si

4 Years

5

Years.

Did not answer
questionnaire
Total

•

25

Data reveal that none of the respondents attended more than a
6th grade education.

•

100~

The highest was five years (24~).

The respon-

dents who had attended the highest education were women.

This suggests

that men stopped their ed~.cation at a younger age than the ~omen in

order to support the family~
Wh~n we view the educational level of the migrants, it becomes
understandable their difficulty in coping with a strange and alien
environment.

•

They are not only lacking the knowledge of the English

language, but they are unable to read or Wl"ite their own language
(Spanish).

This may possibly account for the Spanish speaking lack

of response to written literature announcing available services to

•
•
•
•

them.

Verbal eoffll'llunication may be more effective.

a person has, the less he is able to make sense out

The less education

or

written messages •

•
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Question #5.

or

your parents?

80~
_of,

(20)

2oi

.Lll

What was the oeeupation
Farmer parents

Non...Farmer parents
Did not answer

•

questionnaire

100%

Total

( 0)

25

8~ responded that their parents had worked in agrieulture.

•

This suggests that the migrants are following the occupation of their
parents.

It may be referred to as an generational occupation cycle.

Due to lack of education, they find themselves trapped in this occupation (following the harvest).

The migrant$ are familiar with

their job, and appeared secure in doing this type of work.

This

type of occupation also provides some security for them and due to

•

•

their powerlessness, they do not generally seek other kinds of em•
ployn,.ent.

Questio!l..f.h
Has any member of your family been sick in the past five years?

Yes
No

32i

481,

·nid not answer .

•

questionnaire 2~
Total
100%
32j answered yes.

•

( 8)
(12)

Lll
25

Those who answered yes were asked another

question, question 6A, What did you do1
In ~esponse to question 6A, 12~ answered they went to see the
doctor because their ehildreri were sick.
20% stated they went to the hospital.

ih

Most.of the respondents

this category were women who were giving birth to babies.

These

•

women stated that in Mexico. they did not receive any preanatal
care during their past pregnancies •. This fact suggests,that.these
women were not accustomed to seeking ~renatal care.

•

of prenatal care was not known by t~is population and in the migrant
camp they carried over old world behavior.

•

In the past they had

secured the services of a partera •
48% responded that no members

or

the family had been ill during

the last five years. This was a large percentage.

•

Probing

or

this

question revealed that family membel"S had been ill, but possibly were

not considered as "ill.. by the family.
teresting and illlllllinating.

•

The illtportanee

ill, all they did was worry.

These responses were in-

12i stated that when a family member was
This response does not appear an un-

usual one with uneducated, low income people.

Several reasons could

be speculated for this behavior:

1.
2.

3.

•

16i stated they would initially use herbs.

•

Using herbs

Some mental illnesses are attributed to the air

and others to what the person has eaten.

Thus, ·. the Mexicans have

developed urolk-medicine".to deal with these ailments. 2~ stated
they would pray to God.

•

A strong belief exists

among the Mexican people about the efficacy of herbs.
is a home remedy.

•

.

Possibly, they lacked funds to seek out a doctor.
Possibly, they feared not being able to locate a
Spanish speaking doctor.
Possibly, they feared hospitalization of a family member which could imply that the sick family member was
not being taken care of by the family.

This answer was consistent lfith the fatu.istic

att~tudes of the Mexican, that illnesses result fr01'4 God's will •

•
39
)

•

Theonly way to regain health is to p~ay for fo:rgiveness·or sins,
and through prayer the sickness May be removed.
Madsen provides an interesting discussion

•

or

the channels

through which a Mexican American might.go in seeking assistance

from illness.*

Initially he may atte11Pt home remedies;.1.f .this

fails, he goes to a neighbors if this fails, he seeks a divi~er, and

•

if this fails, he goes to a. CUrandero.

These steps suggest that the

Mexican American follows a well defined sequence when faced with
sickness •

•

Question

17.

, If you or a mem2!'r.or your family suffer from nel"!_.ousness,· what

•

•
•

•

would _:y:ou do 7
Seek out medical advice
Try herbs
Console and care for
the person
Did not know
Give- vitamins
Did not answer the
questionnaire
Total

20%
12%.

-16i

wt

•

(4)
(2)

24"1

(6)

0
~

121
25

This question speeifieally sought information on attitudes toward what was perceived as a mental illness (nervousness).

No clues

were given te the respondents in answering this question.

20'.t stated

they would try herbs.

person.

si

16i stated they would console ~nd care for the

stated they did not know what they would do, and 24~ said

they would give vitamins to the person •

•

(5)
(3)

* William Madsen,•
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These answers were interesting.

Since it is thought that

"nervousness" results from an improper diet, viturl.ns are viewed as
the best remedy for ·this illness (24%).

This belief is also rein•

forced by unscrupulous people who travel from town to town extolling
the importance of vitaMins. · Vitamins are supposed to take care of
nervousness, impotency, infertility and a number of other ailments.
Thus viteins become an important means of dealing with nervousness.

It is interesting that 2oi stated they would seek medical adviee.
This suggests that the migrant is possibly becoming more willing to
seek medical advice.
Question #8.
When a person cries or becomes angry for no am,arent reason,
what do you think

!S

hap.,E!n!ng to the e!rs~n?
(8)
( 2)
( 5)
( 2)
( 3)

Person is nervous
Did not know
Person is s&d
Person was having problems
Person was weak
Did not answer questionnaire
Total
·

.Lll
25

This question sought specifie information on how the migrant
worker perceived eryihg or anger, especially if .no apparent reasons
seemed to exist for such behavior.

This question was closely associ-

.

ated with the previous ques.t ion which addressed itself to nervous•
ness.

32% stated the person was nervous.

This higher percentage

suggests that the migrants viewed the person who was crying or showing
anger as a nervous person.

Nervousness does not imply "craziness",
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Rather, it suggests a temporary state whieh will disappear as causes
for the neMtousness subsided.
and

si

20% answered that the person was .sad

stated that the person had problems.

This percentage (20 and

8) suggests that the migrants had awareness that problems and feelings

of sadness could contribute to a person's mood or behavior.
answered that the person was weak.
Mexican culture.

1~~

Good meals are important in the

A strong belief exists that if a person does not

eat well, illness will result. If a person does not eat well, he will
eventually become weak and nervio~ . : (nervous). · Milk, eggs , meat and
juices are viewed as being the more nutritious items.

Since these

items are expensive, and Mexican migrants are poor, they cannot become a regular part of the diets of families. Thus, when a illness
comes, the family attempts to feed the sick person properly.

This

approach toward dealing with illnesses confirm the view that in the

Mexican culture mental illnesses · are attributed to outside forces,
and these forces can be overcomed through certain steps.
8 1 B.

What.!!ould you do with this person?

the person to the movies
Console and care for the
person
. Give tea
Take the person to a doctor
Take

Total

( 2)
(8)
(2)

ill
20

32% stated they would console and care for the person. This
response confirms the strong cuing attitude which exist in the Mexican
family ~oward its members.

This attitude and assumption of responsi.-

bility ~Y the !8lllily for the care of its .ownmay account for the person

•
•
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not seeking mental health services.

Thus fa!'llily oare __ may well sub.-

ai stated they would take ·.

stitue for inst.itutionalized services.

•

the individual· to a. Movie. Inasmuch as this condition is attt-ibuted
to forces acting on the person, the migrants appeared to understand
the importance of providing the person with a different kind of environment as a way of bringing about change.

•

son a home made remedy called el te

~

ai

would give the per-

los tres azares (tea made out of

lemon, orange and sour orange blossoms).

•

Surprisingly, 32i stated they would take the person to~ doctor •
T)lis answer suggests th•t the migrants are developing better under-

standing of doctors and are more willing to use them.

It also sug-

gests greater awareness of the nature and causes of illnesses, and

•

that "home-remedies" may be losing their impact as migrants become

more involved with the dominant culture and its way of thinking.

•

8c. What kind of hele would you get for this person?
Take the person to Mexico
Take the person to the doctor
Total ·

•

LZl
20

'" 52% stated they would take the person to Mexico. 'This finding
is not surprising.
study.*

•

(13)

Earlier it had be suggested by Moquin in his

Reasons for this desire to return the ill to Mexico may

result from a number of factors.

Mexico and its health care syste111

is familiar to the migrants whereas this may not be the case in the
United States. Medical care may be cheaper in Mexico.

•
•

*Moquin, "

Fear of

•

•
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discovery, lack of the English language, and different perceptions
of medical treatment

in the United States

and Mexico may be pos-.

sible factors operating in this decision •. The fact that 28% were

•

willing to take the sick person to the doctor suggests greater
awareness and understanding of doctors in this culture, and that the

migrants do not necessarilr fear doetors.

•

However, this attitude

does not pass over into the mental health area.

This could be at-

tributed to the fact that migrants have more direct contacts with
doctors and nurses due to injuries, but are still inclined to deal

•

v.ith mental illness by traditional means •
· Question

I 9•

In your opinion what causes people to become nel"Vous?

••

· Moving
Not eating well
Fear and anger
Sickness in children
Did not know
· Did not answer the
questionnaire
Total

•

12~
3~
12i
12%12':t

2016
100%

(3)
(8)

(3)
(3)
(3)

( 5)

25

This question focused on the reasons for people exhibiting sym11

•

ptoms of nervousness. ,32% attributed it to the person not eating
well..

Thus improved diets become a

way

of dealing with the nervous,

condition.

Interestingly, 12% attributed nervousness to children's

illnesses.

This suggests that migrants believed.that certain worries

will lead to nervousness.

12% attributed this condition to the in-

stability and uncertainty of locating a place to live each time they

•
•

moved.
\.,.f.

12% attributed it to fear and anger.

These responses eon!'irm
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the existing impressions that Mexicans attribute mental illness to
faetors outside of themselves.

This seems to lead to a greater tol-

erance for these conditions sinee the Mexicans have a knowledge of
how they come about.
Question I 10.
Do you_, think nervousness could come from some fornt or witchcraft?
Yes

( 3)
(17)

No

Did not answer
questionnaire
Total

i..22.
25

Madsen places great importance on witchcraft as being an important factor in mental illness in the Mexican American community.•
Interestingly, 68i of the respondents did not believe that nervousness resulted from witchcraft.

This finding suggests that the be-

lief in mental illness is a r~sult of witehoraft is decreasing.

This

dimin::i.shing belief may result from a lack of cultural reinforcement.

Since the migrants travel from eamp to camp, they lose contact with
the cuaranderos, and are not at a camp long enough to become acquainted
with new cuar~nderos. This belief may be dying out because or a lack
of use.

121 answered yes.

Since Mexicans believe that when a person

envidia (envies) another, and he cannot compete with that person, he
will from this envy resort to some kind of witchcraft in order to
bring misfortune on the person.

*William Madsen,"

Since mental illness cannot be seen,

•
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it is only felt by the person who suffers from it.

Thus it is be-

lieved that some outside force is acting on the person to produce
the illness.

•

This belief is strong in the Mexican folk-lore, and as

illness is induced by a witch;~ it ean also be undone through structures which exist in the culture such as curanderos.

•

If the answer is y_es, who is the best person to deal with witchcraft?

1~ stated the most qualified person to deal with witchcraft is
a curandero. In the Mexican culture, a definite distinction exists

•

between a .m-uja.and a eul"andero.
and use black magic.

It is thought that bru.jas are bad

If someone is enbrujado (a victi11 of witchcraft),
•

in order to help him to get rid of the spell, it is necessary to make

•

use of a curandero. Curanderos are good and work with white magic to
i

cure people.
liked.

They are highly respected.

Brujas are feared and dis-

I

It is difficult to disti!'lguish between a bruja_and_a curandera

because they follow similar rituals.

Therefore, a person could easily

identify a bruja for a curandero.
Question #11 •

•

When you or a member of your family suffers from nervousness,
what do·you do? Who do you see?

•
•
•

Will try to help
Will see a doctor
Will wait until return
to Mexico
Did not answer the
questionnaire
Total

241i

16i

( 6)
( 4)

401,

(10)

2~

.LJl

1o6i

25
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•

24% stated they would try, to.help.

40%

16% would see a doctor and

would.wait until they returned to Mexico.

This high percentage

confirms previous findings that illnesses can wait until one return

•

to familiar territory.

This finding ( 40'%)' in addi.tion to the finding

that (24%) they will try to help may result from the fa.et that men-

tal illness is viewed from a distinctive understanding of what it is

•

in the Mexican American culture.

Therefore, it requires~ more

personal approach in being treated.

This percentage, 64, suggest

that nervou_sness is still viewed as a condition to be treated within

•

the culture• even though increasingly ( 16%) are willing to secure
the services of a doctor.

•

Questi~n #12 •
~ave you ever_heard_ of a ~ental health center?
Yes
No

•

Did not answer
questionnaire
Total

32%

48%

32%

8)
' (12)

2Q1;

L2l

!

(

25

100%
I

responded yes, and

48%

responded no.

This finding is not

!

•

surprising.

Migrants are transitory people who spend only a brief

period of time in a given community,.

Thus, they

111.q

lack know-

ledge of what a mental health 1eenter is, or its presence in

•

mnity.

&

com-

Knowledge of such centers result from use or publicity

wich reach the migrant camp.

,f

Some of the fear or apprehension

I

about mental health centers may result from a lack of understanding

•

•

of their purposes or their strangenesso
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If the answer is yes, what is it?

Where people get help
A plaee for nervous people

'.3

2
8

12% st ated a mental health center was a place where people
could get help if they were having problems with their lives.

The

migrants would not elaborate on the kinds of problems. Suspicion
of the interviewer may have been a reason for the reluctance to
dis·cuss this area any further.
people.

2oi

stated it was a place for nervous

Although the respondents stated the mental health c~nter was

a place for nervous people, none of them admitted that they had previous contacts with a mental health center.

Possibly this may have

been due to pride, and their not wanting to admit that they or their
family members have been involved with a mental health center.

It

is quite .possible that these centers are viewed as places for "crazy"
people and a stigma may be attached to them.

They may be viewea as

strange and alien due to an absence of Mexican Americans on staff,
the manner in whieh services are provided, their physical make-up
and also due to language and cultu:rtl barriers,
If the answer is no, explain what it is and what it does.
This question was an attempt to get the migrant's perception
of a mental health eenter.

An explanation was given concerning a

mental health center and the services it provided.

(See Appendi x

).

•
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•

Question I lJ •
Would you go to a mental. health eenter?
Yes
No

•
•

Did not answer
questionnaire
Perhaps
·Total

si

responded yes.

641,

8%

( 2)
(16}

2~

( 5)

Bi

100%

Lll
25

8~ responded possibly, but

6~ responded no •

This is a very high percentage and would almost make mental health
centers irrelevant to this population if such a high percentage refused to make use of them.

•

may

A possibility for this high percentage

be a cultural misunderstanding

or

the function of mental health

centers. In Mexico, a person goes·, to a mental health eentei- only
when he has lost control of himself and becoae very violent.

•

wise, the person is treated by a doctor or by purchasing medicine
over the counter.

The centers are avoided because the person does

not want.to be identified as bei~g crazy.

•

While

ai

stated possibly

they would visit a mental health center, they did not specify under
what conditions.

The investigator did not probe as sh&.'did nct, . want

to frighten or alienate the respondents •

•

•
•

•

Other-

What,p-e the r~asons for not going?

Would rather see a specialist for
nervousness
People are treated badly
A·mental health center is a
manico.nio
People are givan lot of 4rugs
Total

(4)
(6)
(2)
(4)

16
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Question #13 cont.
24$ expressed a fear that people are treated badly.
rather see a "s-pecialist for _nervousness".
that people are given many drugs and

ai

1~ would

16i exi,ressed a belief

viewed it as a manieonio.

In Mexico when a doctor cannot treat a patient, he will tell him to
go see a specialist.

The doctor may not identify the kind of speeia•

list to which he is referring the patient.
aware that the specialist is a psychiatrist.
only to the low income individual.)

The patient may be un(This discussion applies

For those who know what a

psychiatrist is, it is threatening to be sent to one, instead of a
"doctor specialist for nervousness"•

The terminolc~ used in talking

to the patient will influence if the patient will go to the doctor
to whom he is ref' erred.

If the patient is ref el"red to a ••doctor

specialist for nervousness~• chances are he will go.

Holotever, if he

is referred to a psychiatrist, chances are he may boeome frightened
and will not follow through on the referral.

24i stated they would not go to a mental health center because
poople are treated badly.
stripped of their clothing.

They said that people are tied to beds and
This perception of a mental health center

seemed to be based on what they have heard or seen at the manieonio
in Mexico.

(~ nurse and a psychiatrist who had worked at a maniconio

described deplorable and cruel conditions to the investigator.)

ai

definitely associated mental health centers with the maniconio and
viewed them as bad places • . 16% expressed the view that in a mental
health center people are given many drugs.

They feared people became

•
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addicted from these drugs~
may

or

•

This fear of becoming addicted to drugs

result from the warnings located in pamphlets about the danger
I

drugs.

The simplicity of these people may lead them to view all

drugs as dangerous and therefore to be avoided.

radio announcements which are intended to educate people about the
misuse of drugs are sometimes misleading beca~se

•

Television and

discriminate on the part

or

or

an inability to

People are unable to tell the

people.

difference between a drug which will help in curing an illness and
thos& which will result in addiction •

•

Question

I

14.

What do you think h&PJ?!:!ns in a mental health center?

•

•

Did not know
32%
SIU!le as a manieonio
32%
Patients are given
pills and put to sleep 16%
-Did not answer
·questionnaire
20~
Total
~

(4}
..

.Lll
25

in a mental health

center as in a maniconio.

1~ expressed

the opinion that patients are Jlgiven pills and put to sleep.

In answering these questions, the interviewer received the

impression that this question was a bothersome one for the respondents.At any rate it was most surprising that the respondents did not re•
veal any accurate information about mental health eenters.

•

•

These

answers suggest that J1Ueh misinformation exists about mental health
centers.

•

(8)

32% did
not know. . 3~ expressed the opinion the same thing
.,._,
happens

•

(8}

A question

exists if they were being truthful in answering this question •
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Question #15.
Who do zou think works in a mental health center?

12i

Doctors
Nurses
People that help
Men and women
CraEy and mean
people
Did not know
Did not answer
quest i onn:t :irtt
Total

( 3)

16'~

(4)

4%

( 1)
( 3)

12i
24%

(3)

12i

1~~

( 6)

.Lll
25

12% responded doctors, and 16i responded nurses.

4% responded

people that help peoples 12% responded men and women and 12% responded crazy people.

These answers also

a1"e

interesting.

28i (16

and 12) correctly identified some of the mental health personnel
whieh suggested some contact with mental health centers.
28% (4, 12, and 12) revealed vague information.

However,

This revealed that

they possessed little understanding of who worked in the mental
health center or its functions.
It is quite possible that those who responded nurses and doctors
worked in a mental health center viewed the center &s a hospital.
If the migrants viewed the mental health cente?' as a hospital, and
in the Mexican culture, the hospital is where a person goes to die,
then this. perception may also account for their lack of contacts
with .mental health centers.
is charged for services.

A hospital is also a place where money

Since the migrants lack money, this may

also be a contrl~uting factor to their limited contacts with mental
.h ealth centers.

The 241, which stated they did not know who worked
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at these mental health centers confused others such as a community
worker or a receptionist for a nurse.

This view may be a result of

cultural confusion but nevertheless, it does hold implications because in Mexico the receptionist is also the nurse.

9!!estion_ f 16.

How do z.ou ~hink people are treated in a mental heafth center,
when P!ople go for medical attention?
Did not know
People are treated badly
Patients are beaten
Patients are given lot or
medie&tion
Those who spoke no English
were beaten and separated
Did not answer questionnaire
'l'otal

24cf;
20%
12%

( 6)
( 5)
('.3)

8%

(2)

16%

(4)

20%
100~

Lll
25

24% the majority answered they did not know. However, the
other findings appear more sign~ficant. · 48% (20~ 12, and 16) expressed the view that patients were mistreated.

16% associated the

patients who were mistreated as being mistreate4 because ·they did

si

not speak English.
lot of medicine.

expressed the view that patients received a

These misconceptions make it diffieult for the

migrants and possibly Mexican Americans to m&ke use of these centers.
Since the migrant goes from camp to camp and then back to Mexico, if
he spreads these rulllors, then others also develop these attitudes
about the centers and this may play a prilllary role in their refusal

to make use of them.
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Many people may never have utilized these services either in
the United States or Mexico, or if ~hey had used them they were unaware.

Thus the 24% who answered in this manner aay have had little

knowledge of these centers.

However, it is also possible by stating

"I don't know", the ?"espondents could be protecting themsel~es from
being thought of as being crazy or having used these services.
Question· :/f

17.

Do Yo:g know who a _ysyehiatrist is?
Yes

( 6)

No

(14)

Did not answer
questionnaire
Total

LJl
25

56i said no to this question, and 24i said yes. Subquestions
were .asked.
If t~e answer is yes,. wh!t is a psz~hiatrist1
A doctor for crazy people
Specialist for nervous
Total

16%
4i
20~

(4)

ill
5

16i responded a doctor for crazy people and 4i responded a
specialist for nervousness.

This answer is an interesting one.

In

the Mexican culture, a distinction exists between crazy and nervousness.

Nervios is a transitory state which is usually attributed to

a lack of vitamins and good nutrition.

Thus, no reasons exist for

the person suffering from nervousness to see a psychiatrist, since
by definition he is not crazy.

of mental illness.

The Mexican has his own perception

As st&ted previously·, whenever the person is ex-

)

•

•

hibiting uncommon behavior, this behavior is viewed as a result of
a poor diet.

Craziness is viewed as a pemanent state for which no

eura exists.

Therefore, the migrants view the psychiatrist as the

appropriate person to treat a1 crazy individual.

Craziness is also

perceived as very bizar:i-e behavior which-makes the individual very

•

dangerous.

As a result of these distinctions, the migrants tend to

be careful and fearful of being identified as being crazy.

If the

mental health centers carry the stigma of being a place for "crazy

•

people" then the migrants will remain away from it due to the stigma
attached to it. ·
A small percentage (4) stated ·that a psychiatrist 1s a specialist·-

•

for nervousness.

This view carries with it a more favorable conno-

tation, and does not have the stigma which is attached to psychiatrist.
Another subquestion was asked:

•
•

If the. answer. i_s no, who is the _person who _treats nel"Vousness?

A qualified doctor to treat
nervousness
Family
Did not know
Total

12i

stated a qualified doctor.

stated they did not know.

•

•

ill
14
2~ stated the family and 24%

A signi!ieant finding here is that 2~

placed the responsibility for treating nel"Vousness on the family,
i

This view gives to the.family an important role in treating psycho~
logical conditions (nervousness),

•

(3)
( 5)

24i stated they did not know.

It is speOlllated that this answer was given because the respondents
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•

were fearful of their answers.

They did not want to say the wrong

thing or be identified as being crazy.

A eoffilllent is necessary on

the 12i who stated a do~tor is qualified to treat nervousness.

•

In

Mexico, only the upper and middle·income families can afford the

services of a specialist fo:r different kinds of illnesses.

Since.

the lower income families seldom have any contacts with a doctor

•

other than a general practitioner, they are not aware that specia•

lists treat certain illnesses.

Consequently, they may not know that

a psychiatrist treats nervios •

•

Question_# 18.

In order to secure more information on the migrant's under-

•
•
•

standing

or

who a psychiatrist is, another questio~ was asked)

:po you think, a psychiatrist i~ a specialist i~ nervousness?
Did not know
Specialist for
nervousness
Might be· a doctor
Did not answer
questionnaire
Total

36i

(9)

16i

(4)

28~

(7)

l~~

Ul
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J6i-responded they did not know.
as a specialist for nervousness.

16% viewed the psychiatrist

28% stated he might be a doctor.

This infol"Dl8:tion suggests vast contusion over who a psychiatrist is

•

and what he does.

The majority of the Migrants were.not familiar

with terms S'Ueh as psychiatrist or-mental health.

This lack of under•

standing may be attributed to[the following,

•

•

1. Many of the Migrants had never had explained to

•
•

them what a psychiatrist is and what his functions
L.

are even though !tthey may have used his services a
,

'

2.

the educational :/level of the migrants is low.

•

Their reading level is low and they have not run
-across information in books, pamphlets or conver•
sations which helps them to understand the role

e

and functions of a psychiatrist

3.

An

affirmative answer may have revealed that the

migrant have had contacts with the psychiatrist

•

and this would have imp~ied that at one time he had
· been crazy.

28%, a high nUlllber, also stated the psychiatrist might be a doctor.

•

This view also attaches to itself a feeling that the.psychiatrist
deals with crazy people•

for nervousness.

•

16% Ji stated the psychiatrist is a specialist

This view is a,positive one •

Question I 19.
This question was designed to see if the migrants viewed nervousness as an ailment which could be cured.

If they viewed the ailment

as a curable one, then their answer would shed light on how they
I

would. go about seeking this cure.
'

•

cured?
Yes
No

•

•

-

Do you thi'J\,k that a person who suffers from nel"Vousness can be

Did not know
Did not answer
questionnaire
Total

68~

si

· (17)
( 2)

41,

( 1)

0
~

_{_jl
25

le
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68i

•

said yes.

This was a very high percentage •
-

A sub-question wa.s askedi'of those who gave yes as an answer:
If the answer_is yes, how?

•

•

With the help or a doctor,
if he is not crazy
With love and care
Good meals
Total
24<1/i responded with good meals.

(4)
(2)

i£L
12

This again reveals the Mexiean's

reliance on g.ood food as a way or dealing with mental illness.

Bi

said with love and care which i showed a reliance on r anrl.ly support
1

•

and attention, and 16i stated]! if the person was not craEy, he could
'I

be cured with the help

or

a doctor and medicines.

This information

I

reveals a greater reliance on11 informal systems in the cuJ"e of mental

•

illness or which the family assumes a primary role •
A sub-question was asked of those who gave no as an answer:

If the answer is no, why not?

•

Because nervousness is caused by not
eating well
Total ·

ai or

•

not be cured.

They stated that nervousness is caused by not eating

good, and that once a person becomes weak, his health will deteriorate.

or

•

deterioration.has started, the person-will con-

tinue to deteriorate until he no longer can recuperate from his weakness.

Nervios is viewed as over-powering the Mind and everitua.lly

leading to craziness.

•

2

the respondents expressed the view that ne?"Vousness could

Once this process

•

-~ ill

8%

This answer once a.gain emphasizes the illlport-

,nce g~ven to food aong the Mexicans as a moans of dealing with

mental illness.

(See question #8) •

•
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•

Q!!estion I 20 •
This question was designed to reveal sexual dif'ferencas in respect to the incidence of nervousness.

•

Do you. think "'ne?"lfousness" affect men or woaen mo~t?

•

Men mo~e than women
Women more than men
Did not knew

8":t
32i

The SM!e

3~

Did not answer
questionnaire
Total

32i
Only

ai

know.

said women and

•

25

and

women are a:f'feeted the sme.

expressed the view, it affected men the most and

men,

si

did not

why?
(l)

ill

Total

2

(4 and 4) attributed this to men drinking more and getting

angrier more easily than women.
nervous.

M.igrants view

Ai'J ··

a person· as being

Because the person does not know how.to de&l with his anger,

he beccmes nervous.

•

ill

32% said men

Men drink more
Men get angry too easy

si

•

l~~

Sub-questions were askeds

If

•

8%

(2)
(8)
(2)
(8)

(Only two responded to this question.)

Women are weaker by nature
Women stay home and care
for the children
Total

( 5)

ill
8

20% said women are weaker than men are, by nature and 12% stated
I

women stay home and care for the children.

It is a belief in the

Mexican culture that women are very weak and are to be taken care of

•
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and

protected.

Because of their nature, womens.re expected to become

sick and n&rvous, and many times their symptoms are ignored (2~).

m

stated that women have to stay home and take care of the children.

This role tends to make women nervous.

implications.

This answer reveals cultural

In the Mexican culture, a woman's place is believed

to be in the home.

The frustrations inherited in this role may lead

to "nervousness" and mental dysfunctioning.
If the same, why?
Men an~ women suffer while
looking for a job
Men and women have problems
with finances
Total"

( 6)

~

24"1 stated "nervousness" affects men and women equally.
women in seeking employment both experience the same kind
and

neglect to eat good meals.

or

Men and
stress

This answer seems to reflect in the

shortcomings of migrant's life. _They are aware that uncertainty and
instability can result in nervousness (See question 7).
stated both men and women have financial problems.

Also,

Bi

The migrants have

awareness that fmrlly and financial problems can result in nervousness.
However, they are not aware of what they can do to prevent nervios.
~estion f 21.
This question attempted to identify re&sons why people did not
seek help from mental health centers.

What do you think Rrevents J>!Ople fr9,!'l seelg~g_helE from a
mental health center?
.··

nu

·

►
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~estion # 21 cont.
Fear of being identified as crazy
Lack of knowledge
Did not know what happeins in a
ment~l health center
Fear of being identified as crazy
and have ehildron taken away
Did not nnswor questionnaire
Total

44i

(11)
( 5)

( 2)
( 2)

L..il
25

stated fear of being identified as crazy.

of knowledge.

ai

20%

stated a lack

stated fear of being idientifiad as crazy and in

addition, having their children removed.

8% stated they did not know ·

what happens in a montai health ' center.

These findings are interesting.

They suggest that mental health centers are perceived negatively by
the migrants,

They are associated with crazy people.

Being identi•

fied as crazy can result in negative consequences, such as having .
their children removed.
.,

Also, misperceptions exist about what goes

on in a mental health center.

This unknpwn quality makes it unattractive

and something to avoid.

As stated earlier, the migrants associate mental health centers
with a 11tfl~icanio (See question #13).
locked in and never being released.

This makes them fearful of being
Ag4in, it appears that the fear

of the unknown makes the migrants fearful and leads him to avoid

contacts with mental health centers.

Many migrants do not have know-

ledge, and possibly understanding of the services available at a mental health center.

This la.ck of knowledge plays a crucial role in

preventing the rrlgrant from making use of the Sel"Vi~es provided at
the .mental health centers.

Another factor is that most mental health
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services are offered outside the migrant camp, and migrants do not
remain long enough i n a. given area to learn about services available
to them~

8% claimed they di d not utilize the services boeause they

did not know what goes on in a mental health center (See question 14).
The laek of knowledge about what happens in a mental health center
and its comparison with the m!niean!9. in Mexico seem to keep the

migrnnts from using mental health facilities.

8% were fearful

or

being identified as crazy, and being separated from children or
grandparents.

This fear proved to be a strong fa.ctor in preventing

some mi grants ·rrom having contacts with mental health centers.

This

attitude again reveals the im~ortance give to the family in the
Mexican culture.
health.

The family must remain together in sickness and in

Thus, it becomes very threatening to risk being identified

as erazy as this may lead to the losing of one's fmi ly.
Questi2.,n #22.

This question !ought to secure information as to how the mental
health services center might become more attractive to migrants, thus
encouraging their use.

_What other ser:vices do you think should be orreredpy th_!
mental health center that W!ll Erevent E,!O£le from getting nervous?
Spanish speaking doctors
Doctors speaeialist f or
ne?-Vousnes~
English classes
Adovaey f or m:i.gr.!lnt rights
Did not t1ns-.iel" questtonnai:re
Total

Bi

( 2)

4'1,
12%

( 1)
( 3)
\lf.f.)

56%

20i
lOQi

Lll
25
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12~ stated English classes;

ai

stated Spanish speaking doctors;

4Jfi stated "doctor specialist for nervousness" and .56~ ' stated advocacy

of migrants' rights.

Advocacy means the employment of Spanish workers

who would advocate for non-citizens' voting rights, better ho~sing,
better wages, and health insurance for the migrant and his family.
This suggests the migrants would like to see social action activity
as part of the mental health center's progr&Jll.
followed by the desire for English classes (12i)

This percentage (_56)
suggests that the

migrants want to have a better life, and to le&I"n the necessary skills
for improved adjustment in what is perceived as a strange environment.
This percentage (_56 plus 12) greatly out weighed the desire for more
Spanish speaking doctors (Bi).
The migrants express a feeling of powerlessness to change their
situation.

Since they are non-citizens, they find themselves victim

of faith or •c ircumstances.

They .are outside cf the system.

They

cannot vote, and social actions may be detrimental to them.

Therefore,

they would like for someone to advocate in their interests.

The

desire to communicate is also important to them, and they recognize
the need.

They would like to learn English, but also desire to have

Spanish speaking doctors.
and improved wages.

They recognize a need for better qousing

However, they feel ·powerless to do anything on

their own to b~ing about pressure on the growers to build better
housing or to increase their wages.

The absence of medical pro-

tection places the migrant in a veey vulnerable position.

They are

vulnerable for large medical bills, and SOllletimes go without any
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medical care.

insurance.

They are not covered by employee or government health

They do not meet residential requirements and they are

not eligible for any medical help.
It is those pressures and the lack of resources which eulminase
in much stress for the migrant workers.

•
•
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The purpose o~ this investigation was to explore and identify
c_

the perceptions of mental illnesses among Spanish speaking-migrant
workers.

•

A primary objective of this.investigation was to identify

the attitudes which existed toward mental health services among this
population.

The information collected was to be used to make recom-

mendations for improvements in this area..

The findings of this

study revealed that the Spanish speaking person's perceptions of men-

I.

tal illness was greatly different from the perceptions of mental illnesses which existed among the dominant cultµre.

This difference

in perceptions led to an estrangement.between the Spanish speaking
migrants and the use which they made of mental health centers.

The

----

mental health centers in this country were associated with the mani-

•

conio in the old country.

The maninacio, similar to a state hos-

pital in the United States, was viewed as a place for crazy people.
The Spanish speaking migrants thus revealed a reluctance to use the

•

services of the mental health center because they did not want to be
identified as crazy.

In addition, it was revealed that some dis-

crepancy existed about the role of the psychiatrist.

•

In Mexico, a

psychiatrist is perceived as ~ea.ling with crazy people.

The "speci-

alist for nervousness" is viewed as dealing with conditions of
nervousness.

•

Thus, again, the view of the psychiatrist in one cul-

ture' is passed onto the experiences in the new culture.

Cultural

misunderstanding appears to play a significant role·_ in the lack of
utilization of mental health services even though communities attempt
to reach the Spanish speaking migrant.

•

The present view, even though
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•

some evidence seems to be appearing that it is' changing, is that
mental health centers are places for crazy people and thus to be

•

avoided.

The individual is fearful of using the services of these

centers as he does not want to be perceived as being crazy, especially by those in his reference group.
The Spanish speaking migrants view the mental health center -'
through old world eyes.

Inasmuch as they have to continually face

the misfortunes of migrant life, while at a same time attempt to ad-

•

just to a new way of life due to language and cultural dif'f'erenees,
they are espeei~lly prone to mental stress.

In addition, they have

been uprooted from the emotional support of their extended families

•

whii?h include not only the immediate family, relatives, but also the
eompadres to whom they could turn for assistance in times.of need.
In the United States, the Spanish speaking migrant is not only an

•

alien to the Anglo community, but also to those of his own kind who
view him with distrust and suspicion even though they speak the same
language and share the same culture.

Due ·to these factors, the

Spanish speaking migrant is without supportive systems.

His problems

a.re increased ·by language and cultural barriers and the belief' systems
which he brings with him. It 1s·neeessary if mental health services

•

!re to become attractive to him to the point where they will be utilize
~

him, they must, be developed on the belief systems which is a part

of his culture and influences his behavior. Unfortunately, pre~ent
mental health systems have not been responsive or perhaps., aware of
this need, and thus they are dysfunetiona~ in the Spanish speaking

•

•
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migrants• eommunity.
The findings of this study indicate that the Spanish speaking
migrant would make use of mental health services, and a need existed

•

for them.

However, these services stand in need.of modification if

they are to become relevant to this population.

•

They 111Ust be deve-

loped within the cultural framework of this group.

Since the

Spanish speaking migrant is a product of another culture, his view
-

\

of the mental health services are negative.

This negative_att~tuie

results from the fact that they are provided in a 111anner which in

•

the old culture was viewed negatively.

A lack

or

understanding of

what these services are in.tent .to do, and the negative picture held
of them lead to fear and avoidance of them by this population •

•

This study has identified some areas in which poaitive changes
can be made.

Hopefully these improvements, if made, would result in

better acceptance and use of mental health services by the Spanish
• speaking migrant workers.

The investig~tor will now discuss some

recommendations which,if implemented, can have positive results •

•

Recommendations
A specific recommendation is that mental health services bs

•

•

•

provided in the migrant camp where they are easily accessible to
this population.

Flexibility MUst be shown in the hours since.the

migrants are reluctant to leave the harvest to secure mental health
services.

Professional titles may need to be modified so that they

do not conjure up negative vie~s.

This appears especially true

•

•
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since the psychiatrist is viewed as one who deals with crazy people.
The personal toueh also appears very.important.

If services are

located within the confines of the camp, then the Spanish speaking

•

migrant workers will have the opportunity to observe the mental
health personnel and to become comfortable with them.

Members from.

the ca.1Y1p may also be used in providing ~erviees since thi~ would

•

bring to the operation a high degree of legitimacy.

The proximity

of these services to the Spanish speaking migrant may be helpful in

•

removing some of the misconceptions which presently exist about mental health centers, especially that they are for crazy people.
Outreach services are also indicatede

•

Here the cultural identi-

fication of the person is most important in breaking down conmrunication barriers.

The outreach persons should be Spanish speaking

and have knowledge of the culture so he can serve as an accurate in•

•

terpreter or what the services provide while at the same time assuming
an influential role in motivating people to use them.
~he Spanish speaking migrants, in this investigation, empha-

•

•

•

•

sized a need for social action kind of services.
should be paid to this area.

Major attention

The Spanish speaking ,migrant is raced

with poor housing, poor wages, language barriers and a lack or u~er- _ standing or the Anglo culture.

He needs much supportive help and

direction ~n alleviating some of the economic stress'which he encounters.

A social worker should be made available to assi$t them

even to the point of mobilizing collective efforts to deal with
some or the very real and tangible problems faced by this camp •

•
•

They need to develop some knowledge of the english l~nguage and
the American culture.

However, they should be eneouPaged · to ·main-

tain their own ou.ltural values.

•

This suggests that the Spanish

speaking migrant ne~ds to be acculturated to some degree.

Atten-

tion in this area may well be the top.priority in assisting these
people with their problems •

•

The importance of outreach is deemed so important that it
•rits fui-ther discussion.
very high.

•

The illiteracy rate of this group is

Printed information will not have any effect on them

since they do not know how to read their own language.
munication is seen as a vital key to the establishment
contacts with this group.

•

Verbal com-

or

positive

A Spanish speaking person knowledgeable

in the.a~ea of mental health should be assigned to regularly visit
the migrant camp.

He may well take on the role

or

an intermediary,

serving as a link between the group and the mental health system •

•

This outreach preferably should be on a one to one basis.

If the

migrant wishes to express some problems to the worker he would not

•

feel threatened by the presence of other people than the family •
A high value is placed on privacy.

It goes without saying that

the person who is doing the outreach should be familiar with the

•

beliefs and perceptions of mental illness by the Mexican migrants •
Television and radio become a. primary way of reaching this population and should be utilized more extensively in educating the

•

•

migrants about mental health. They should be given in a way that is
understandable to the migrant~ •
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•

Words such a~ deprilllido problemas emocionales, adolecentes,
~iguiatria, psicologo and ansiedado should not be used because the
majority of migrants are not familiar with such tenninology •. These

•

words can create more fear and confusion in their lllinds •
Another reason for avoiding tbe$e words is that some of the words

have double meanings in the Spanish language: unfortunately, the mi-

•

grants tend to be familiar with the negative meaning of the word,
i.e., ;eroblenias emocionales for the people who are lacking a good
understanding of the word could mean that the person who is having

•

'

£Oblemas emo-c~io_n~a~l_e_s is either in love or emotionally in love with
someone out· . of his or her's reach.

In the case of'· the married pe:r-son

having ~roplemas !,MOcionales,this means that the per3on is in love
I

•

with someone besides his/her spouse, which can create J11Uch difficulty •
Therefore. w~rd terminology should be used with a great deal of caution
1m.ile talking to the Mexican migrant.
Mental health services ranging from child guidance, marriage and
family counseling,·individual and group therapy should be offe:r-ed in
the camp or at the migrant's home during the hours and days which are
convenient to them.

A J11Ulti-service clinic staff with pediatriciian·,

gynecologist, general practieioner, psychiatrist and dietitian should
be provided for the migrants.

The migrants feel less threatened to

come to a clinic where different services are offered, than going
strietily to a 111.ental health facility.

In this clinic, doctors will

have the opportunity to examine the patient.

If the doctor perceives

that the client is in need of mental health services, he can channel

•
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•

the patient to the mental health staf'f without having to send the
pa~ient outside the clinic.

In this way the patient will feel less

threatened because he is receiving mental health services in a

•

center where all. other medical services are provided.
Doctors as well as staff' working in ·the health services should ·
have some cultural sensitivity training in regard to what Mexican
migrants value as being healthy, i.e., being overweight is valued as
being healthy, foods such as lard, fat meats, whole milk and eggs are
perceived as having muclla sustancia, which in turn strengthens the

•

nervios and prevent people fr011 getting nerviosas. Food in the Spanish
speaking migrant's culture has a different o?-ientation than in our
culture.

•

Therefore, the mental health person must be careful in the

terminology which h.e uses as well as understanding the values which
ar~ viewed as being healthy.

•

Tact 111Ust be used in discussing such

areas with clients •

These recommendations, if implemented, can result in attitudinal change which in turn may lead to greater utilization of mental

health, services.

•

These recommendations will help in imp~oving the

lives of the Spii.nish speaking migrante a person -.mo is desperately
in need of assistance.

It is the responsibility of the community to

provide services for those in need.

•

be

However, these services cannot

provided in a similar manner for all people.

People from differ-

ent cultures will only use such services if they are consistent ·with
cultural values.

•
•

This study has identified the perceptions of mental

illness among Spanish speaking migrants and how mental health ser-

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•
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vices can be improved so that this group will make greater use
them,.

or

•
•
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El centro de salud mental ofrece servicios consejeros matrimoniales
y familiares, consejeros para,~inos y adolescentes, servicios para alco-

•
•

holicos etc •

Para su

mejor informacion le voy a dejar este pamfleto,

el cual tiene mas informacion sabre los centros de salud mental.

'l'he mental health center of'fers Marital and Jfamily counseling, child
and adolescent counseling, Alcohol services etc. !''or more information
I'm leaving with you this pamphlet, which contains information about

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

the mental health centers~

problemas. Por ejemplo: Un individuo
puede sentir ansiedad, estar deprimido
o derrotado par las circunstancias de
su vida, y necesita discutir sus prob l emas confiden~ialmente con alguien
que no sea familiar o amigo. Su Centro
de Salud Mental de la comunidad esta
aqui para servirle .

THE SOUTH COUNTY MENTAL AND COUNSELING CENTER
IN GILROY, is for everyone living in
the southern part of Santa Clara County, including areas of Coyote, Morgan
Hill, and San Martin.
We provide services to people with a
wide variety of problems. For example, an individual may feel anxious,
depressed, or overwhelmed by the circumstances of his life, and need someone other than a friend or relative to
discuss his problems with confidence.
Your community mental health center is
here to help.

,/

SERVICIOS
• CONSEJEROS MATRIMONIALES Y FAMILIARES
~--coNSEJEROS PARA NINOS, ADOLESCENTES
Y FAMILIAS
• SERVICIOS ALCOHOLICOS
• SERVICIOS PARA DROGA-ADICTOS
• CONSULTAS DIURNOS
• TRATAMIENTOS DIURNOS
CONSEJEROS INDIVIDUALES PARA ADULTOS
• PRESENTACIONES EDUCATIVAS SOBRE
LA SALUD

SERVICES
MARITAL/FAMILY COUNSELING
CHILD AND ADOLESCENT/FAMILY
COUNSELING
.
• ALCOHOL SERVICES
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
ADULT OUTPATIENT SERVICES
• DAY TREATMENT
• INDIVIDUAL ADULT COUNSELING
• HEALTH EDUCATION PRESENTATIONS

CITAS - 8 a.m. a 5 p.m ..
If your income is very low you may not
'roclO
lo que tiene que hacer es llamar
be charged any fee at all. Medi-Cal
al
telefono
842-0251 y decirle a la
and private insurance can also be used.
recepcionista cual es el fondo de su
problema. Si no esta seguro de lo que
STA.FF
APPOINTMENTS - 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Our staff includes psychiatrists, psy- necesita, digaselo a la recepcionista
All you need to do is dial 842-0251,
chologists, psychiatric social workers, y ella le ayudara. A veces la primera
ponsulta con un consejero le ayudara a
tell the telephone receptionist briefcommunity workers, and clerical workcomprender
que clase de servicios esly the nature of your problem. If you
ers.
tan
disponibles
y que clase de ayuda es
are uncertain about the kind of help
la
que
usted
busca.
En caso de emergenyou may need, explain this to the recia despues de las 5 p.m. llame a la
ceptionist. She will refer you to the
operadora y pida ENTERPRISE l-96-o6 y
proper staff member. Often, the first
PERSONAL
se le ayudara.
appointment with a counselor will help
Nuestro pe~sonal esta compuesto de
you to understand the kind of help that
psiquiatras, psicologos, trabajadorCOS'IO
es sociales in psiquiatrfa, trabajayou are seeking, and the kind of serEsta basado en su habilidad para padores de la comunidad y oficinistas .
vices that are available. For help, in
gar, esto es, el numero de personas en
case of an emergency after 5 p.m., call
su familia y el ingreso monetario total
EL CENTRO DE SALUD MENTAL Y SERVICIOS
the operator and ask for ENTERPRISE
de la familia. Si su ingreso es muy
CONSEJEROS es para todos los residentes
l-96o6.
bajo posiblemente no tendra que pagar
de la parte sur del Condado de Santa
nada. Se aceptan Medi-Cal y aseguranClara, incluyendo las areas de Coyote, zas privadas.
FEE
It is based on the ability to pay, that Morgan Hilly San Mart1n.
Nosotros proveemos servicio a personis, the number of people in your frunily
~4811
as que tienen una extensa variedad de
and the size of the total family income.

--------------------------------------
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San Jiose Galif.
July 16, 1977

Mr. Arturo Ochoa
Luchesa Migrant Camp
Gilroy L!alif •

Dear.

Mr. Arturo Ochoa.
My name is Pascuala PereE. I'm a graduate student at San
Jose State University.
I'm writing to you to request your permission and cooperation to administer a questionnaire to some of the residentes liviing in the migrant camp.
'l'he purpose of the questionnaire is to improve the mental
health services in South county.
In order to accomplish these kinds
of services L need to find out from the residents what are their needs
in regard to mental health services, what kinds of services they would
like to have and also to get their feedback as to how they perceive
the meaning of"mental illness".

Sincerely

•
QUl!STIUNARlU
•

1.

Cuantos miembros hay en su familia? Cual es la edad de el
Esposo___

•

E:s:posa_ __

2.

De que pa{s es Udo ciudadano?

3,

Habla Ud. ingles?

Ninos

----

Cuant.os anos fue a la escuel.a?
/

~al era la ocupacion de.sus padres?

•

5..

J
Ud, o algun miembro de su familia han estado enfermos en los . ultinos

cinco anos?
s1_ _

•

no_

Si la respuesta es si, que fue lo que hizo ud.?
Si la respuesta is no, que fue lo que hizo Ud.?

7~ Si Uo.. o algun miembro de su familia se enferman de los nervios que

•
•

es lo que Ud, haria,?
8,

Cuando una persona llora o se enoja sin ningun motivo, que cree Ud,
que le ocurre a esta persona?

~ue haria Ud, con· una persona que llora

o se enoja sin ningun motivo?

~ue clase de ayuda buscaria Ud. para

esta persona?
En su opinion que es lo que causa que una persona se ponga nerviosa?

•

10. G.ree Ud, que los nervios pueden ser causados por alguna forma de brujeria?

----- ----

Si

No

S1 la respuesta es si quien seria la persona mas capacitada para tra-

•

tar esta forrna de brujeria?
11. Lluando Ud. o algun miembro de su ramilia se enferman de los nervios

•

que es lo que hace Ud. ?, a quien va aver para que lo ayuden?

•

•
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12.

I

Ha oido hablar acerca del centro de salud mental?

-----

No

Si la respuesta es s1 pregunte a la persona que es un centro de salud
mental
Si la respuesta es no explique que es un centro de salud mental.

13.

•

Iria Ud. a un centro de salud mental?
Si_____ No.,,_._ _ _ __
Si la respuesta s1 porque?
Si la respuesta es no porque no?

14. ~ue cree Ud. que pasa en el centro de salud mental?
quien cree Ud. que trabaja en el centro de salud mental?

•

160

Como oree Udo que se le tratra a las personas que van por atenci6~
medica a un centro de salud mental?

1?o. Sabe ud. lo que es un psquiatra? -

•

•

----

Si

----

No

Si la respuesta es si que es lo-que hace un psquiatra?
Si la respue~ta es no quien es la persona que cura de los nervios?
18.

Cree Ud. que un psquiatra sea especialista de los nervios?

19,

Cree Ud. que una persona qu.'e sufre de los nervios se pueda curar?

20.

A quien cree Ud. que los nervios afectan mas? A las hombres?- A las

Mujeres?

•

u igualmenente?

Porque a los hombres?...._ ___Porque a las mujeres?. Porque igualmente a los hombres que a las mujeres?

21 • ~ue cree Ud, que impide a la gente buscar ayuda del centro de salud

•

mental?
220

Que otra clase; de servicios deberia de ofrecer el centro de salud
mental para prevenir que la gente se ponga nerviosa?

•

•
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Questionnaire
1 •. How many members are in your family?
What are t he ages of family members?
2.

What country are you a citizen?

3. Do you speak English?
4.

How many years did you attend school?

5. What was the occupation of your parents?
6. Has any member of your family been sick in the past five years?
6A.

What did you do?

7. If you or a member of your family suffer from nervousness,
what would you do?

.

8.

When a person cries or becomes angry for no apparent reason,
what do you think is happening to the person?

9.
10.

8A.

What would you do with this person?

8B.

What kind of help would you get for this person?

In your opinion, what would cause people to become nervous?
Do you think nervousness could come from some form of witehc.r aft?
lOA.

If answer is yes, who is the best person to deal with
witchcraft?

ll.

When you or a member of your family suffers from nervousness,
~mat do you do?

12.

Who do you see?

Have you ever heard of a mental health center?
12A.

If answer is yes, ~at is it?

12B.

If answer is no, explain what it is and what it does.
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•

13. Would you go to a mental health center?
What is.reason for not going?
14.

•

What do you think happens in a mental health center?

15. Who do you think works in a mental health center?
16. How do you think people are treated in a mental health eente~
when they go for medical attention?
17.,

Do you know who a psychiatrist is?
If answer is no, who is the person who treats nervousness?

•

18.

Do you think a psychiatrist is a person who tre~ts nervousness?

19.

Do you think a person who suffers from nervousness can be cured?
If answer is yes, how?
If answer is no, why not?

•

20.

Do you think ••nervousness" affects men or women most?
If men, why?
If women, why?

•

If the same,. why?

21. What do you think prevents people from seeking help from a
mental health center?

•

22. What other services do you think.should be offered by the
mental health centers that will prevent people from.getting
nervous?

•

•

-

u

•
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GLOSSOHY
Spanish
Ad.olescentes

English

-------------------

Adolescent.

------------------- Anxiety. ·

Ans 1 ed ad
lir u j a

Witcho

Choque nervioso

Nervous shocko

Curandero

Quack, Witch doctoro

Guranderismo

'J.'he art of healing by prayers•

Dementia

Insanity.

Deprimido

Depresso

Enfermedades mentales

Mental illness •

.l.!snvidia

Envy.

El te de los tres azares

tea made out of lemon, orange and
sour orange blossoms,

-----------------

.l!;spanto

· .l''ear.

Loco_______________________ Crazy.

Locura

Craziness,

Mal de ojo

~vil eye sickness.

Maniconio

Insane asylum ,Mad houseo

Maricon

~ffeminate.

-----------------------------------

Miedo

Mucha sustancia

!''ood that contains lot of

-------------------Hervi o
Nervios

so

t'ear.

subst anc 1a.

Nervous.

Nervous.
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Spanish

•

Partera

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
L

•

Midwife.

Problemas emocionales

himotional problems.,

Psquiatra

:Psychh.trist.

/

•

h;nglish

Psicologo

· Psychologist.

Serio

Thoughtful,

I

MEDI-CAL ELIGIBILITY MANUAL

50313
(1)

Visa, including a visitor's or a student•s visa, has not expired.

(2)

Parole status has not expired •

•
50320. California Res.idence.
for Medi-Cal eligibility.

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

(a)

California residence is a requirement

(b) California residence shail be established by physical presence if
t.here is no present intention of leaving, unless the applicant or bene-fL:iary

maintains a home outside the State.
(c) An applicartt 1 s or benef:tciary's declaratlon on a Statement of Facts
shall be accepted as proof of residence, unless there is evidence to the
contra·ry .

29)21. T~art_ Absence From the State. (a) Residence shall" not be
affected by temporary absence from the State fo'i;" periods of 60 days or less.
An absence of 60 days or less shall be presumed to be a temporary absence
unless there is evidence to the contrary.
(b) An application, restoration, redetermination or.reapplication from
an applicant or beneficiary who is temporarily absent from the State for 60
days or less shall be accepted •

50323. !~E_T~ence From the State for More Than 60 Days~_ (a) Absence from
the State for more than 60 days shall be presumptive evidence of the applicant's
or b~nefic:ic.1ry's intent to change Califor'nia residence to a place outside the
State unless the person declares in writing both:
(1)

An, intent to return to California.

(2)

The existence o.f one of the following circumstances:

(A) Illness or e.mergency circumstances which prohibit -return
to California.
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MEDI-CAL EL.IG!BillTY MANUAL

50323
(ii)
Family rnernhe. cs with whom the applicant i:;r beneflcia!"y lives
are California resid e nts and are physically present in the State.

(C) The applican t or benef iciary maintains California housing
arrangements.
(h) Unl e ss there is evidence to the contrary, California res1aence may be
considered to be t~rminated when an appl icant or be11~ficiary l~aves California and
then takes 3ny of the follow i ng actions in another state:
(1)

Purchases, lease s or rents a residence.

(2)

Becomes enployed.

(3)

Obtains an out-of-st ate driver's licen~e.

(4)

Applies for a id in another state.

(c) Meli:i-Cal s hall be discontinued pffective the last day of the m_o nth
in which resiJc11e2 terminated, if t. he 10 day notice can be given. Otherwis e ,
the discontiDuanc~ s ha]i be effective tl1~ .last day of the following month .

. ?..9..:.L2_?_:_ DeR_~~b- During Absence From the S ta te. A p2rsui1 who dies during
an 2osence from the State shall be cons idered a resident if there is evidence
that the requirem~nts of Sec t io n 50321 or Section 50323 were met at the time
of death.

'j0327.
P2rs o ns l. i v i~g __un_Land Leased or .. Owned b_y the United StAtes _._
Persons living wi thin the bcrnnd aries of Cal Hornin on l and owned 01 · ]C'ased
by the Federal Cv,; ernment shall be con sidered California residen ts .

-~~12_}_29~. ~_er s~m~_ on Parole From Con..ec~cicma_:!_ _
_2_:~Q.t_!~,~~--l!!.::.!:..~_!:~1L~.~m~:.. Persons
un parole from correctional or ot he r institu tions may es tablish Califo r nia

residence.
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